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The Lee-Yang theoreml ) has been expected to hold for the
Heisenberg ferromagnet2) and proved fo£ special cases.(2)
Recently, the theorem vIas provedrenerally .3) He're, the
main part of the proof is summarized.
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and a 's denote Pauli matrices.
Our aim is to prove that the ze:ro~ of the partition
function Q(2) defined by
Q(z) =[Tr
,.,;there









h being the magnetic field, are all located on the unit
circle in the compl,?xz-plane. ,,:;,
The clue in the proof is to reduct. rhe problem
2-bodyproblem duet'b 'the general properties of the
satisfying the Lee-Yang lemmal ) and:tviththeaid of
Trotter formula~4)
m ill
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where all the A. arefiriite matrices.]. ,
Consider the finite perturbation series of Q(z) due to
the Trotter formula~




and {s} denotes the set of eigenvalues ofa~, (s1, •• ,s11)"-
Then we shall prove the Lee-Yang theorem for QN(z) wit~ the
all positive integer N. _"
Since ZUQN(z) is a polynomial. in z of the order 2n and-
all the coefficients tend to those of znQ(z), which is al&o a
polynomial of the same order~ (the coefficients of z2n are
both equal to one) as N tends to infinity, continuity of the
*roots of polynomials with respect to coefficients follows
the Lee-Yang theorem for Q(z).
-According to the inversion symmetry in the spirispace~
\.; .'




GN({z}) =L:«{s}lpN!{s}> -II z~i~
. 1 ].1.=
satisfies the Lee-Yang lemma;l)-
The obs tacle to generalize the methods in the Isitlf model,
the Ht:tmil tonian conserving each spin no .longer, . can -be: ,over-
comeby'considering ·the g~ral·pro-petties of ,.t~¢'l~~ti.:0.ms-
satisfying :the Lee-Yang 'lemma.•
; ..
* H •.F\,ljiwara, A~p:ebr~ vol.-l (Uchiclarokakuho, Tokyo 1966) p. 34~'
T. Takagi, The Lecture on Algebra (Kyoritsu, Tokyo~1964) p.56
The theorem states that all the roots of the polynomial;, 'a'o·zn
t,· -+ q.n, = :-0, "(~to~Ol;::.;;are,,.gontinuduS £unc~~~pij~:,··b£~'::4'{.iilo:;'The ,
theorem is the Hur\vitz theorem for-the case of polynomials in
the lAtter. '
~"'->,:,,~Theorems, for the, ..Aniso.tropic
Heisenberg Ferromagnets
Definitionl. The function f o( {zJ is denoted by :fELS({z}),
, ' .
Provided f satisfies the following:




L: a({s}r IT z~i,
·11.s'=+l ~=
1. -
(II) f({z} ~ 0 as Iz.] are all ~ 1,
1
Definition' 20 The function f of {z}is denoted by f EL({ z}) ,
provided f satisfies (I) of (D.l) and





d i = zi~i
sLa ( s) IT Zl k 0- (s ., s:.),





Then the following theorems can be proved. "
Theorem 1. The function f of {z} 9 satisfying. (I) of (Do 1) ~
belongs to L({z}) (res. L 8 ) if and only if f can be written
as a function of every z. in the" following form~
~
f({z}) = A.(z. - a./z.),
~ 1. 1. 1.
'{r<j"here
s sA.EL ({z.}.:....) and la.l~ 1 (reso < 1 for L ) as Iz.I·(j~i) are
1 J J~~ 1. J
all ~ 10
Theorem 2. The coefficient of zlzZ .• zm of fEL(rz}}belongs to
s .
1 ({z;}'~l Z ).J J, ~ ,o.~m
Theorem 3. The functionf of {z}, satisfying (I) of (Dol)"
belongs to L({z}) if and only if f can be written as a
function of 2 1 in the following form~
'tv-here
AE.Ls {{ z . } .~l)' Ia I s:: ! as IZ .1 (j ~l) are all ~ I and Ia I < 1 as
. J J, JIz.1 (j~l) are all ~ 1 and Izkl > l(k~l).J .
From these theorems, it results that operators D and d
map L into L.
Theorem 4. Provided fand 8 belong to L({ z}) and L({y:})
respectively, the functions D(z., z.)f, D(z., y.) (fg) and
~ J . 1 J






In fact~ let f and g be in the form as in (T. 3)~ in
. lih:i.ch· {Y}s B .and b replace {~},A and a for g. Then He have
; '"
D(zl' Y1) (fg) = AB(zl + ab/zl ),
and i"t is easily ShO'tVll from (T. 3) that Ab and ab satisfy the
. ...~~.
demands in (To· 3). The remaining part of. the thp.orem can be.
ShO'tVll in the similar way.
By direct calculation, the function with the 2-spin
system defined by
s' s' >1 2
can be pro~ed to ~e~ong to L(zl' z2' Yl , YZ) as Kl2 is
positiveo
With the aid of (T. 4), we obtain the 3-spin function
satisfying the Lee-Yang lemma by coupling the two 2-spin
functions with the first and second and -the first -and :third
spinsrescpec.tiVe1::YJ eO•
In fact, we have from (T. 4)
EL({z}, u l ' {y}).
It is apparentfroI11: (D~l),. (D. 2). <;lnd (T. 2}>that
f({z}; {I}) belongs to L({z}) if f({z}; {u}) belongs to
L({z}, fu}) 0 Bytaking'ut to he eqtial·to·bne~ 't'l7e obtain
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RepeatinB the similar argument~ we can successively
connect the Z:...spin functions by using the operator D as a
coupler of the train, and obtain
Theorem. 50 The function defined by
belongs to L ({ Z} 9 {y}),
'iiJhere
Applying (T. 4) t() F"T\1 in (To 5)9 and taking K.. be
.1.'4 1J
equal to J i -lITN 5l we obtain
..J
Theorem 60 The function GN({z}) defined in the preceding
paragraph belongs to L({z}).
In fact, the function GN({z}) is equal to
n
IT D(z.s y.)F ({z}; {y}).
. 1 ]. 1 N1= '
Hence the proof of the Lee-Yang theorem is completed 0
The Lee-Yang lemma is by no means merely a tool for
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ob~aining the Lee-Yang theorem.... Thefirat. Griffiths ine-
3)6) .quality is derived from the Lee-Yang lemma.
Theorem 7. The absolute magnitude of fEL({z}) is an in....
creasing function of every Iz.1 as Iz.1 are all ~ 1.
1. J
Theorem 80 3)6) Provided a function f belongs to L({z}) and
real and 2: 0 as zi are all ~ 1, d1f ~ Os> d1d2f~~ O, •• ~ d1 ·odnf
~ 0 as z. are all ~ 1.
1.
All the coefficients <{s}\pNI{s}> of GN({z}) tend to
~{s}lexp(-H/T)I{s}> ~ which is positive 9 as N tends to in-
finity and there are only finite number of values of {s}.
NThen<{s}lp I{s}> are all ~ 0 for sufficiently large N. From
(T. 6) and (T. 8), we obtain the first Griffiths inequality~
z z z .
<'C1 1(J2···(1 >~O (m=19 2, •• ~ n)~m
Due to continuity, the main resultss> the Lee-Yang
theorem and the Griffiths inequality still hold \vhen some of
J9 S vanish or yi s are equal to ± I.
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